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A Comparison of Different Engineering Models
for Computation of Lightning Magnetic Field of
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Abstract — A comparison of different engineering models
results for a lightning magnetic field of negative first strokes
is presented in this paper. A new function for representing
double-peaked channel-base current is used for lightning
stroke modeling. This function includes the initial and
subsidiary peak in a current waveform. For experimentally
measured currents, a magnetic field is calculated for the
three engineering models: transmission line (TL) model, TL
model with linear decay (MTLL), and TL model with
exponential decay (MTLE).
Keywords — Channel-base current, electromagnetic field,
lightning discharge, lightning stroke model, return stroke.

I. INTRODUCTION
IGHTNING stroke modeling is an important issue to
be solved in order to estimate vulnerability of electric
systems, electronic devices and equipment in a lightning
electromagnetic field (LEMF). In the case of some
existing protective or shielding structure its lightning
protection level (LPL) should be estimated and
defined [1].
A comparison of measured LEMF components and
results obtained using different engineering models points
to their shortages and advantages. Simulations using
computer programs are preferable in comparison to
cumbersome measurements and purchase of expensive
laboratory equipment. Thus, any improvement in
electromagnetic modeling of lightning strokes is useful,
especially if suitable to be included in already designed
computer programs. This paper presents an improvement
in modeling of negative first strokes currents.
A channel-base current with the initial and subsidiary
peak is approximated with the two-rise front function
(TRF) proposed already in [2]-[4]. Calculated LEMF
waveforms differ from results obtained with one-peaked
current which is usually used in literature. Results
obtained with TRF are in better agreement with
experimental results [5]-[7]. Different waveshapes of
channel-base currents implied in electromagnetic,
engineering or transmission line models make great
influence [8] on LEMF waveforms.
There is an overview and classification of usually used
lightning stroke models presented in [9]. LEMF results for
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different models of lightning strokes are compared in
many papers, but the influence of different channel-base
currents has not been investigated. Some of the models do
and others don’t provide main LEMF features as listed in
[9]-[11]. Based on experimental results [5]-[7], these are:
1) a sharp initial peak in both electric and magnetic fields
measured beyond a km or so; 2) a slow ramp following the
initial peak for electric fields measured within a few tens
of km; 3) a hump following the initial peak in magnetic
fields measured within several tens of km; 4) zero crossing
within tens of μs from the initial peak in both electric and
magnetic fields beyond about 50km; and 5) a characteristic
flattening of vertical electric field in about 15μs at tens to
hundreds of meters.
It can be noticed from Table 1, adapted from [10] and
[11], that transmission line (TL) model doesn’t provide
feature 2); modified transmission line model with linear
decay (MTLL), modified TL model with exponential
decay (MTLE), and modified TL model with current
distortion (MTLD) don’t provide feature 3); TL, travelingcurrent-source model (TCS), and Diendorfer-Uman model
(DU) don’t perform zero crossing 4); TL and MTLE don’t
provide feature 5). However, all these remarks are given
for one-peaked channel-base currents results. If a doublepeaked current is used instead as for experimentally
measured negative first strokes currents, some of the
models’ shortages are overcome.
TABLE 1: ENGINEERING MODELS EVALUATED BY BENCHMARK.
2)
3)
4)
5)
1)
Models

TL
MTLL
MTLE
MTLD
TCS
DU

Initial peak
in close
E- and Hfield

E-field
ramp
at a few
km

H-field
hump
at a few
km

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

E- and Hfield zero
crossing at
100 km

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

E-field
flattening
at tens of
meters

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Adapted from Baba et al. [10], 2004, and Nucci et al. [11], 1990.

Besides the one-peaked Heidler’s function [12], which
is also used in IEC 62305 Std. [1] for typical lightning
strokes, there were attempts to obtain double-peaked
functions as sums of a few Heidler’s functions. In [13], as
an example, two Heidler’s functions were summarized, but
seven were needed in [14] for representing measured
lightning currents [5], [7], and such an obtained function
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was used for calculations of lightning overvoltages in [15].
TRF function given here has fewer parameters and is
simpler to be used for approximation of the same lightning
currents ([5] and [7]).
II. TRANSMISSION LINE MODELS WITH OR WITHOUT
DECAY AS ENGINEERING MODELS OF LIGHTNING STROKES
An engineering model of a lightning stroke assumes that
the current along the channel depends on the height z’
above the ground and decays from the channel-base
current i(0,t) according to the equation:

i( z' , t ) = u(t − z' / v f ) P( z' , t ) i(0, t − z' / v),
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or ε0 - the permittivity of the air, μ0 - the permeability of
the air, c=(ε0μ0)-1/2 - the speed of light, Rk - the distance
from the current element (k=1), or its image in plane
mirror (k=2) to the point P(r, ψ, z), as presented in Fig.1.
III. DOUBLE-PEAKED FUNCTION FOR REPRESENTING
CHANNEL BASE CURRENT
TRF function with a two-rise front is given with the
following expression [2], [3]:

0 ≤ t ≤ tm1 ,

tm1 ≤ t ≤ tm2 ,

(3)

tm 2 ≤ t < ∞ ,

for parameters ai, bi and ci. The weighting coefficients di,
fi, and gi are satisfying the condition:

(1)

where u(t) is the Heaviside’s function, vf is the returnstroke speed, v is the current-wave propagation speed, and
P(z’,t) is the height- and time-dependent current
attenuation factor. In TL model this factor is P(z’,t)=1, in
MTLE it is P(z’,t)=exp(-z’/λ), for the decaying constant λ,
and in MTLL it is P(z’,t)=1-z’/H, for the channel height H.
Other engineering models such as MTLD, TCS, DU,
Bruce-Golde (BG) model etc., are not discussed here.
Lightning magnetic field is calculated for the three
models: TL, MTLE and MTLL.
In the case of a vertical lightning current channel
electric field has only a vertical component at the perfectly
conducting ground surface, and magnetic field only an
azimuthal component. It can be calculated based on
antenna theory relations, using expression from [16]:

Fig. 1. Model of a lightning channel at perfectly
conducting ground.
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(4)

k is the number of terms in the first rising part, l in the
second rising part, and n in the decaying part (Fig. 2). Im1
and Im2 are two maximum current values of the function, in
time moments tm1 and tm2, respectively. The first derivative
of the function is determined analytically, as the
following:

k
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TRF is used for approximation of channel-base currents
in engineering models given with (1). It can represent
currents of negative first stroke channel-base currents as
experimentally measured at Monte San Salvatore in
Switzerland [5], denoted with MSS_FST#2peaks in [14],
and those measured at Morro do Cashimbo Station in
Brazil [7], denoted with MCS_FST#2peaks in [14]. For
approximating these two with TRF, its parameters are
given in Table 2, and the corresponding functions,
adequate to given in [14], are presented in Figs. 2 and 3.
TABLE 2: PARAMETERS OF TRF FUNCTION REPRESENTING
MSS_FST#2PEAKS AND MCS_FST#2PEAKS [14].
TRF
parameters

MSS_FST#2PEAKS

MCS_FST#2PEAKS

Im1 (kA)
Im2 (kA)
tm1 (μs)
tm2 (μs)
d1
d2 =1- d1
a1
a2
f1
b1
g1
g2=1- g1
c1
c2

27.66
3.34
8.2
13.6
0.37
0.63
2.2
28
1
5.5
0.4
0.6
2
0.06

40.07
5.215
8.2
13.8
0.37
0.63
2.2
28
1
15
0.45
0.55
3.3
0.055
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Fig. 2. TRF representing MSS_FST#2peaks current.

Fig. 3. TRF representing MCS_FST#2peaks current.

Fig. 4. Azimuthal magnetic field for MSS_FST#2peaks
current calculated by MTLE for r=500m, 1km and 2km
from the channel-base, at the ground surface z=0.
IV. MAGNETIC FIELD RESULTS FOR MODIFIED
TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL WITH EXPONENTIAL DECAY
Results for the azimuthal component of magnetic field
at perfectly conducting ground are calculated for
engineering model MTLE and presented in Figs. 4-6.
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Fig. 5. Azimuthal magnetic field for MSS_FST#2peaks
current calculated by MTLE for r=5km, 10km and 15km
from the channel-base, at the ground surface z=0.

Fig. 6. Azimuthal magnetic field for MSS_FST#2peaks
current calculated by MTLE for r=50km, 100km and
200km from the channel-base, at the ground surface z=0.

Fig. 7. Azimuthal magnetic field for MCS_FST#2peaks
current calculated by MTLE for r=500m, 1km and 2km
from the channel-base, at the ground surface z=0.
For MSS_FST#2peaks current as in Fig. 2, results are
calculated for the lightning channel height H=2600m,
v=vf=1.3.108m/s, the constant λ=2000m, and distances
ranging from 500m to 200km.
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Fig. 8. Azimuthal magnetic field for MCS_FST#2peaks
current calculated by MTLE for r=5km, 10km and 15km
from the channel-base, at the ground surface z=0.
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Fig. 10. Azimuthal magnetic field for the first stroke
current MSS_FST#2peaks [5], for the three models, two
channel heights H=2600m and 7500m, r=50m and z=0.

Fig. 9. Azimuthal magnetic field for MCS_FST#2peaks
current calculated by MTLE for r=50km, 100km and
200km from the channel-base, at the ground surface z=0.

Fig. 11. Azimuthal magnetic field for the first stroke
current MSS_FST#2peaks [5], for the three models, two
channel heights H=2600m and 7500m, r=5km and z=0.

For MCS_FST#2peaks current, as given in Fig. 3,
results for azimuthal magnetic field at perfectly
conducting ground are calculated for the lightning channel
height H=2600m, v=vf=1.3.108m/s, the constant λ=2000m,
and presented in Fig. 7 for distances ranging from 500m to
2km, in Fig. 8 for 5-15km, and in Fig. 9 for 50-200km.

The following can be concluded from magnetic field
results of these models at different distances from the
channel-base:
a) Azimuthal magnetic field waveshape at the distance
of 50m approximately follows the channel-base
current waveshape for all the models and for
different channel heights.
b) For all the models azimuthal magnetic field perform
zero-crossing at 100km, including TL model. This
was also noticed for vertical electric field results [4].
c) MTLE and MTLL have some sort of a hump at the
distance of 5km which also depends on the channelbase current waveshape. However, for this distance,
MTLL results show better agreement of the
waveform with experimental results from [5].
d) The initial peak is not so emphasized due to the
chosen waveshapes of currents with slower rising
than in the case of usually used one-peaked current
waveshape.

V. MAGNETIC FIELD RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT
ENGINEERING MODELS
Results for calculated azimuthal magnetic field at
perfectly conducting ground are presented in Figs. 10-15
for two different lightning channel heights H=2600m and
H=7500m, v=vf=1.3.108m/s in (1), for the three chosen
engineering models: TL, MTLL and MTLE. The decaying
constant is λ=2000m for MTLE, as in [11]. For the current
MSS_FST#2peaks, as in Fig. 2, results are given in
Figs. 10-12 for the distances r=50m, 5km and 100km from
the channel-base, at the ground surface point for z=0. For
the current MCS_FST#2peaks, as in Fig. 3, and the same
distances, results are given in Figs. 13-15.
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Fig. 12. Azimuthal magnetic field for the first stroke
current MSS_FST#2peaks [5], for the three models, two
channel heights H=2600m and 7500m, r=100km and z=0.
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Fig. 15. Azimuthal magnetic field for the first stroke
current MCS_FST#2peaks [7], for the three models, two
channel heights H=2600m and 7500m, r=100km and z=0.
e) Lightning channel height has a greater influence on
the waveshapes of azimuthal magnetic field obtained
by using TL and MTLL than if MTLE is used.
f) MTLL gives better results than other two models if
the double-peaked channel-base current is used.

Fig. 13. Azimuthal magnetic field for the first stroke
current MCS_FST#2peaks [7], for the three models, two
channel heights H=2600m and 7500m, r=50m and z=0.

Fig. 14. Azimuthal magnetic field for the first stroke
current MCS_FST#2peaks [7], for the three models, two
channel heights H=2600m and 7500m, r=5km and z=0.

VI. CONCLUSION
Although first negative return strokes have branching,
these are not taken into account in presented models and it
would be very complicated to do so for this natural
phenomenon. Thus the analysis presented in this paper
cannot give the answer about the overall validity of either
model.
Double- and multi-peaked channel-base currents of
negative first strokes were experimentally measured and
investigated in literature, but the double-peaked function
presented here used for current approximation and LEMP
calculations could be more comfortable to use and easier
for application and including in already designed computer
programs than other functions from literature. Multipeaked currents can be obtained with a similar function,
also providing analytical derivative, integral, and integral
transformations for calculations.
Results presented in this paper for an azimuthal
magnetic field at different distances from the channel-base
point to the great influence of channel-base current
functions implied in models of lightning strokes.
Azimuthal magnetic field results obtained by using
MTLE model are presented in a wide range of distances
from the channel-base (from close to far field distances)
using approximations of the measured negative first stroke
currents. A comparison of lightning magnetic field results
for three different engineering models is also presented.
Lightning magnetic field results obtained by MTLL, for
the channel-base current approximated with the doublepeaked function, are in better agreement with experimental
results [5] than if MTLE and TL models are used.
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